We consider the following overdetermined boundary value problem: ∆u + λu + µ = 0 in Ω, u = 0 on ∂Ω and ∂u/∂n = c on ∂Ω, where c = 0, λ and µ are real constants and Ω ⊂ R 2 is a smooth bounded convex open set. We first show that it may happen that the problem has no solution. Then we study the existence of solutions for a wide class of domains.
§1. Introduction
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a smooth bounded simply-connected open set. We consider solutions of the following overdetermined elliptic boundary value problem:
∆u + λu + µ = 0 in Ω, (1.1) u = 0 on ∂Ω, (1.2) ∂u ∂n = c on ∂Ω, (1.3) where λ, µ and c are real constants and ∂/∂n is the outward normal derivative.
If c = 0 and µ = 0 (or equivalently µ = 1) we get as a special case Schiffer's problem (Yau [18, p. 688, problem 80] ). If µ = 0 and c = 0 the problem was posed by Berenstein [1] .
In 1981 Williams [16] proved that if ∂Ω is Lipschitz and (1.1)-(1.3) has a solution for c = 0 and µ = 1, then ∂Ω is real analytic. In 2002 Williams [17] proved that if ∂Ω is C 1 and (1.1)-(1.3) has a nonconstant solution u ∈ C 2 (Ω), then ∂Ω is real analytic. In both cases the result holds in any dimension.
The following conjecture is stated in [17] (see also [10] ):
Conjecture. Assume that ∂Ω is Lipschitz. If (1.1)-(1.3) has a nonconstant solution for some real constants λ, µ and c, then Ω is a disk.
Assume that Ω is the unit disk. Let J z denote the z-th Bessel function. For any λ > 0 such that √ λ is not a zero of J 1 we define the function
, |x| < 1.
For λ < 0 we define the function
We recall that J 1 has only real zeros [14, pp. 482-483] . We easily verify that u λ is a solution of (1.1)-(1.3) with c = −1 and µ = µ λ given by
The functions u λ have a removable singularity at λ = 0 and the corresponding solution is u 0 (x) = 1 2 (1 − |x| 2 ), |x| < 1.
Therefore, when Ω is the unit disk, there is a continuum of coefficient pairs (λ, µ λ ) and u λ which solve (1.1)-(1.3) with c = 0. Notice that when λ > 0 is such that J 0 ( √ λ) = 0 we have µ λ = 0. Then the corresponding Dirichlet problem has infinitely many solutions giving rise to the same constant normal derivative on the boundary. Berenstein [1] proved the following converse. 3) with c = 0 is the trivial solution u = 0 (corresponding to µ = 0). It is well known that disks do not have the Schiffer property. Indeed, let λ > 0 be such that
3) with µ = 1 and c = 0 when Ω is the unit disk. Berenstein [1] proved the following converse.
Let Ω be a simply-connected bounded open subset of R 2 with
3) with µ = 1 and c = 0 has a solution for infinitely many λ. Then Ω is a disk.
Remark 1. An elementary proof of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 is given in [5] in the particular case where Ω is a convex set with positive curvature.
The Schiffer conjecture asserts that disks are the only smooth bounded simplyconnected open sets for which (1.1)-(1.3) with µ = 1 and c = 0 has a solution for even a single value of λ. Williams [15] established that for smooth bounded simplyconnected open sets the Schiffer property is equivalent to the Pompeiu property. We shall not define the latter, instead we refer the reader to the bibliographic survey of the Pompeiu problem ( [19] ). Wide classes of smooth bounded simplyconnected open sets in R 2 having the Schiffer property were studied in [9] and the references therein. In [3] and [4] we gave some elementary results allowing us to exhibit very simple examples of planar domains having the Schiffer property. However, when c = 0, we do not know of any example supporting the above conjecture, even in the particular case studied by Berenstein. We first examine this problem. The width of a convex planar domain in a given direction is the distance between two parallel supporting lines perpendicular to that direction. A set of constant width has the same width in all directions. Clearly disks have constant width. However there are plenty of smooth domains which have constant width but which are not disks: see [2] , [5] , [11] and [13] . Now we can state our main result. Remark 2. A true ellipse satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Indeed, it is well known that a true ellipse has the Schiffer property: a very simple proof is given in [6] . §2. Preliminaries
We assume first that Ω ⊂ R 2 is a bounded simply-connected open set with C
, be a parametrization of ∂Ω by arc length. We denote by τ (s) = (τ 1 (s), τ 2 (s)) the tangent to ∂Ω at x(s) and by ν(s) = (ν 1 (s), ν 2 (s)) the exterior normal to ∂Ω at x(s). We have
and
The Frenet formulas are
where κ = κ(s) is the curvature. Now suppose that there exists u ∈ C ∞ (Ω) satisfying (1.1)-(1.3). We shall use some formulas established in a more general situation [7, Lemma 2.5 p. 101 and Lemma 2.6 p. 104] (see also [5] ).
Lemma 2.1.
(1) We have
where A and B are independent of λ and µ. Moreover
(2) Let k = 2p with p ≥ 2. We have
where A j,k , B j,k and C j,k are independent of λ and µ. Moreover
Lemma 2.2.
where a and b are independent of λ and µ. Moreover
(2) Let k = 2p + 1 with p ≥ 2. We have
where α j,k , β j,k and γ j,k are independent of λ and µ. Moreover
Remark 3. In [7] , B, β 2,5 and γ 2,5 are not given explicitly, but they can be easily obtained from the proof.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that Ω has the Schiffer property. Given any c ∈ R\{0} and λ ∈ R, there exists at most one µ ∈ R such that the Cauchy problem
has a solution.
Proof. Suppose there exist c ∈ R\{0} and λ ∈ R for which the above problem has a solution for two different values µ 1 and µ 2 . We denote by v 1 and v 2 two solutions corresponding to µ 1 and µ 2 respectively. The function
3) with µ = 1 and c = 0 and we reach a contradiction.
Assume moreover that ∂Ω has positive curvature and that 0 ∈ Ω. Since the curve ∂Ω turns continuously, to each point x = x(s) ∈ ∂Ω we can associate a unique θ (modulo 2π) and θ describes a complete circuit 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π as 0 ≤ s ≤ L. For each angle θ, 0 ≤ θ < 2π, let h(θ) denote the distance from the origin to the supporting line of Ω with outward normal ν = (cos θ, sin θ). We have
and h has period 2π. From the Serret-Frenet formulas we can derive the following second order ordinary differential equation involving the support function h and the radius of curvature ρ:
When 0 / ∈ Ω, the support function is defined in the following way. By translation there exists a = (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ R 2 such that 0 ∈Ω = a + Ω. Ifh denotes the support function ofΩ we have
We refer the reader to Flanders [8] and the references therein for a detailed discussion.
For any f :
the Fourier coefficients. §3. Proof of Proposition 1.3
Let r > 32. Define
Then h is of class C ∞ and has period 2π. Since
h must be the support function of a convex set Ω. 
Proof. We have 
Next as r → +∞ we have
(r + cos 3θ + cos 5θ + 3i sin 3θ + 5i sin 5θ) (ii) Ω are not of constant width.
Indeed, let r > 11 and define
h must be the support function of a convex set Ω. As in Lemma 3.1 we have 
we deduce that
But (4.6) implies that Ω is of constant width and we reach a contradiction. 
as m → ∞ because β 1,2q+1 = 0 for q ≥ 2. Using (4.7) and Lemma 2.1 we deduce that (4.3) holds and we conclude as before. Thus (4.1) is proved. Now we claim that there exists p ∈ N \ {0} such that
Indeed, suppose the contrary. Then
Using (4.1) and the fact that c n (ρ) = (1 − n 2 )c n (h) for n ∈ Z, we can write
hence h ρ = 0. Since ρ is positive we deduce that h is constant, contrary to (iii), and our claim is proved. Now assume that c 2 (h ρ) = 0. Then Lemma 2.1(1) implies that
Therefore |µ m | → +∞ as m → ∞. Using (4.8), Lemma 2.1(2) and (4.5) we deduce that
Clearly (4.9) also holds for p = 0, 1. Since c 2p+1 (h ) = c 2p+1 (h ρ) = 0 for all p ∈ Z, we conclude that
It is quite elementary to see that (4.10) implies that ρ is constant, contradicting (iii). Now, as c 2 (h ρ) = 0, there exists p ≥ 2 such that 
Since |µ m | → +∞, (4.11) and Lemma 2.1 imply that
Then using (4.12), Lemma 2.1(2) and (4.5) we deduce that
Since (4.13) also holds for q = 0, . . . , p, we conclude as before.
Case 2:
The sequence (λ m ) is bounded. Let (ε j ) and (ϕ j ), j ∈ N, denote the eigenvalues and a complete orthonormal system of real eigenvectors for −∆ with Dirichlet boundary conditions. For any z ∈ C \ {ε j ; j ∈ N} we define v z as the solution of
is meromorphic on C, nontrivial, and has a pole at ε j if and only if the corresponding eigenspace is not orthogonal to the constants. Now we define the function (4.14)
Lemma 4.1. In the above setting µ is a meromorphic function on C and µ(λ m ) = µ m for every m ∈ N such that λ m ∈ R \ {ε j ; j ∈ N} Proof. µ is clearly a meromorphic function on C. If u m is a solution of (1.1)-(1.3) corresponding to (λ m , µ m ), where λ m ∈ R \ {ε j ; j ∈ N}, then u m = µ m v λm . Therefore
and we get µ(λ m ) = µ m . Now, by taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that λ m ∈ R \ {ε j ; j ∈ N} for all m ∈ N and that there exists λ ∈ R such that
With the notations of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, for each p ≥ 1 we define meromorphic functions on C by setting
where µ is defined in (4.14). By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 4.1, for every p ≥ 1, we have
Notice that, for each p ≥ 1, the poles of F p and G p are included in {ε j ; j ∈ N}.
Since a nontrivial meromorphic function defined on all of C except at its poles cannot have a sequence of zeros with a finite limit point, we deduce that F p ≡ 0 and G p ≡ 0 for all p ≥ 1. Then there exists a sequence (λ m ) increasing to +∞ in Assume that Ω is not of constant width and that Ω has the Schiffer property. Let ψ ∈ C 1 (∂Ω) be such that:
(i) ψ is not identically constant;
(ii) ψ has at most countably many zeros.
Then there exist at most finitely many different pairs of coefficients (λ m , µ m ) ∈ R 2 such that the Cauchy problem
Using a completely different approach we proved the same theorem in [ (i) ∂Ω is a C ∞ curve with positive curvature;
(ii) Ω has the Schiffer property;
(iii) Ω has constant width; If λ = ε 0 , we deduce that µ = 0. Then by the classical result of Serrin [12] , Ω is a disk.
